Abstract -The intensity of stars at wavelengths in the Hartley continuum region of ozone has been monitored by the University of Wisconsin stellar photometers aboard the OAO-2 satellite during occultation of the star by the earth's atmosphere. These occultation data have been used to determine the ozone number density profile at the occultation tangent point. The nighttime ozone number density profile has a bulge in its vertical profile with a peak of 1 to 3 x 10' cm -3 at approximately 83 km and2a minimum near 75 kin. The ozone number density at high altitudes varies by as much as a factor of 4, but does not show any clear seasonal variation or nighttime variation. The retrieved ozone number density profiles define a data envelope that is compared with other nighttime observations of the ozone number density profile and also the results of theoretical models.
Stellar intensity measurements, in certain ultraviolet atmospheric absorption bands, made by a satellite during occultation of the star by the earth's atmosphere, can be used to obtain the local number density of the absorbing species at the occultation tangent point (HAYS and ROBLE [8] [9] ). During the past few years the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2) has been used to make these occultation intensity measurements using bright ultraviolet stars (HAYs et al. [12] ). The occultation technique is based on classical ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy. The star is the source of ultraviolet light and the stellar photometers aboard the OAO-2 satellite are the detectors. The atmosphere between the star and the detectors acts as the absorption cell. During the occultation process, the stellar light passes through progressively denser regions of the atmosphere and the ultraviolet light is absorbed due to the strong absorption features of certain atmospheric gases. The basic measurement is thus the stellar intensity as a function of time, but by knowing the star's position and the satellite orbital elements, the intensity is related to the tangent ray height of the occulting star. If absorption is due to a single species, the normalized stellar intensity is directly related to the tangential R.G. Robte and P. B. Hays (Pageoph, column number density of the absorbing species through Beer's Law (HAYS and ROBLE [10] ). The data giving the tangential column number density as a function of tangent ray height are directly inverted, using the technique described by ROBLE and HAYS [22] to obtain the local number density profile of the absorbing species at the occultation tangent point. Occultation measurements made in the Schumann-Runge continuum of molecular oxygen near 1500 A have been used to obtain the molecular oxygen number density profile in the lower thermosphere. These measurements have been discussed by HAYS and ROBLE [10] . The nighttime number density profile of ozone in the mesosphere has also been determined from stellar intensity measurements made in the Hartley continuum region of ozone near 2500 A_. The results of these measurements are discussed by HAYS and ROBLE [l 1].
In this paper, we compare the results of the OAO-2 ozone measurements with theory and other nighttime ozone measurements. We also present the results of a single occultation scan and discuss the difference in retrieving the ozone number density bulge near 80 km from solar and stellar occultation data.
Stellar occultation scan
The ozone and molecular oxygen absorption cross sections and the transmission function of the various ultraviolet filters used with the OAO-2 stellar photometers for the occultation measurements are shown in Fig. 1 . Filter (4-1) is located in the Schumann-Runge continuum region of molecular oxygen and is used to obtain the molecular oxygen number density in the lower thermosphere. Filters (2-5) and are in the Hartley continuum region of ozone and are used to obtain the ozone number density profile in the mesosphere. Filter (1-4) is used to measure the ozone number density in the stratosphere.
The results presented in this paper were determined from occultation data obtained by the OAO-2 stellar photometers using filters (2) (3) (4) (5) and . HAyS and ROBLE [9] have shown that stellar ultraviolet light near 2500 A is primarily absorbed by ozone in the earth's atmosphere and stellar occultation measurements within this wavelength region can be used to obtain the ozone number density profile in the 60 to 100 km altitude interval. In the lower portion of the altitude interval rayleigh scattering and molecular oxygen absorption in the Herzberg continuum have small contributions to the total attenuation. These contributions are eliminated from the data as discussed by HAYS and ROBLE [10] .
The intensity spectrum of the star above the earth's atmosphere is measured by an ultraviolet spectrometer aboard the OAO-2 satellite. A typical star spectrum, obtained on orbit 12178 on 3 April, 1971, is shown in Fig. 2 . The solar spectrum is also shown in Fig. 2 for comparison. The normalized signal of this star, measured during occultation using the OAO-2 stellar photometer with filter (3-2), is shown in Fig. 3a . Below 100 km the signal decreases due to absorption by ozone. The decrease in the signal continues until an altitude of about 83 kin, then a slight increase in the signal occurs reaching a maximum around 75 kin. Below 75 km the signal decreases again until occultation near 45 kin. The ozone number density profile at the occultation tangent point is obtained from the intensity data using the inversion scheme described by ROBLE and HAYS [22] io-rZ Figure 2 Solid curve is the stellar intensity as a function of wavelength measured by the OAO-2 spectrometer prior to occultation on orbit 12178. This star was used to obtain the occultation data shown in Fig. 3 .
The dashed curve is the solar spectrum obtained from ACKERMAN [1] (Pageoph, and HAYS and ROBLE [10] and is shown in Fig. 3b . The dip in the normalized intensity curve near 80 kin, shown in Fig. 3a , is due to a bulge in the ozone number density distribution at that a!titude. The peak ozone number density at the bulge is 3 • 10 a cm -3 at 83 km. The minimum occurs near 73 kin, however, the magnitude of the number density at that altitude is difficult to determine. A complete discussion of accuracy of the inversion scheme and an analysis of errors in the occultation measurements have been given by ROBLE and HAYS [22] .
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"~ 6o If the intensity from the entire solar disk is used during occultation the effect of the finite size of the sun must be considered in analyzing the data. In this section we examine whether the bulge in the ozone number density near 80 km can be determined from solar occultation measurements when the entire solar disk is used as the source. For simplicity a model of the ozone number density profile is used in these calculations. The ozone profile is approximated by a sum of gaussian and exponential functions (ROBLE and HAYS [22] ) and the profile is shown in Fig. 3b . The normalized intensity calculations for a stellar occultation, using OAO-2 filter (3-2), are shown in Fig. 3a . The intensity calculations for the broadband filter require a wavelength integration over the effective passband of the filter (HAYS and ROBLE [10] ). Therefore, we use the stellar spectrum, shown in Fig. 2 , the ozone absorption cross-section and the filter transmission functions, shown in Fig. 1 , to calculate the normalized occultation signal for the model ozone number density distribution. The calculated normalized intensity profile is shown in Fig. 3a and it has approximately the same shape as the OAO-2 occultation data. The dip in the intensity curve defines the bulge in the ozone number density profile. For a solar occultation, the finite size of the sun must be considered because the solar energy emitted from different portions of the solar disk is transmitted through the //" 0985 "~\. 
Figure 4
The calculated normalized intensity distribution across the solar disk at a tangent ray height of 83 kin. The satellite altitude at occultation is 715 km. The OAO-2 filter transmission function for the 2460 filter is used in the calculations. The tangent ray heights for the upper and lower solar limbs are also given in the figure earth's atmosphere at different tangent ray heights. The normalized intensity for a solar occultation is calculated using the technique of ROBLE and NORTON [23] and is shown in Fig. 3a . For these calculations we used the solar energy spectrum, shown in Fig. 2 , the ozone cross-section and the filter (3-2) transmission function shown in Fig. 1 . The dip in the intensity curve that occurs in the stellar occultation case does not appear in the solar occultation case. From normal satellite altitudes the tangent ray heights of the upper and lower limb of the solar disk are separated by approximately 25 km. Therefore a smearing of the intensity variation caused by the bulge in the Ozone number density profile occurs when the entire solar disk is used during occultation and a dip in the intensity profile is not evident. The calculated normalized intensity variation across the solar disk at a tangent ray height of 83 km for the center of the solar disk is shown in Fig. 4 . The tangent ray height of the upper limb is 95 km and the lower limb is 70 km. The intensity variation caused by the bulge in the ozone number density profile at 83 km occurs near the center of the solar disk. The intensity structure across the solar disk is not evident when the overall intensity from the entire solar disk is measured during occultation. In theory, the structure in the ozone number density profile can be retrieved from solar occultation data using the entire solar disk, with an iterative technique. However, in practice, the iterative scheme is difficult to use especially in the presence of statistical noise. Better results would be obtained if a small portion of the solar disk is used for the solar occultation measurements.
Comparison of results
The ozone number density profiles from twelve stellar occultations have been presented by HAYS and ROBLE [1 1 ] . The measurements indicate that mesospheric ozone has a variation of as much as ,a factor of 4 at high altitudes, but does not show any clear OZONE NUMBER DENSITY (cm -3) Figure 5 Comparison of the OAO-2 ozone data envelope with the nighttime ozone number density profiles determined by various observers seasonal or nighttime variation. A slight increase in the altitude of the bulge in the ozone number density profile appears to be associated with increasing latitude. These measurements plus a few additional ones are used to define an envelope representing the ozone number density profiles determined from the OAO-2 stellar occultation measurements. The envelope is shown in Fig. 5 density at low signal levels in the presence of statistical noise. ROBLE and HAYS [22] show that the ozone number density is best retrieved between normalized occultation data values of 0.1-0.9. Therefore, the ozone number density profile determined from the OAO-2 occultation measurements are limited to the 60-95 km altitude interval. In Fig. 6 the OAO-2 ozone data envelope is also compared with the ozone number density profile determined from various theoretical models. In general, there is a large variation between the various theoretical models. However, the general features of the OAO-2 ozone measurements appear to be present in the results of theoretical predictions which utilize a moist atmosphere in which hydrogen compounds are considered in the chemistry.
